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Abstract 
Poverty eradication and self reliance are the key necessities that the 
Nigerian economy needs. It is the desire for these that the country 
seeks to be listed among the first twenty world developed economies by 
2020. To achieve these necessities not just technology but indigenous 
technology needs to be developed to its fullness. This paper is set to 
trace the relevance of indigenous technology which needs to be 
revitalized to increase productivity, reduce poverty and encourage self 
reliance. Indigenous technology is recommended for revitalization as a 
necessary dose for productivity, poverty eradication and self reliance 
which will surely culminate into national development. 

 
 
 The Nigerian nation from independence to date seeks to raise her economic 
standard. Various economic plans have from time to time been put in place. Each of 
such economic packages has failed to make the desired remarkable impact on the 
nation’s economic system. One of the reasons for this according to Amokaha and Aboli 
(2011) is because each of the packages was dependent on foreign factor(s) for success. 

 
The best way of coming out of any economic difficulty is to find and apply a 

home based solution. It is in agreement with this that Tuhemba and Amokaha (2008) 
called for repositioning of vocational and technical education to be a problem solving 
education that will satisfy the technical needs of citizens to reduce over importation 
and over dependence on foreign products. 
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Indigenous Nigerian Technology even in the pre colonial era had sort to satisfy 
human needs and promote poverty reduction and self reliance. It was the indigenous 
technology that produced bows and arrows, farming tools, and even created fire out of 
stones struck against each other; used clay to make household utensils; used animal 
skin to produce wears with which man covered his nakedness. Statues (images) 
moulded then are today replaced with images from imported digital cameras. These 
importations have made it difficult for Nigeria and her citizens to be self-reliant. 
Indigenous technology is a means of communicating knowledge and teaching 
behaviour and environmental education. This expresses every level of Nigerian society 
be it spiritual, social or technical. It focuses on everyday life. As the new school 
programme seeks to make Nigerian citizens independent, there is need for 
revitalization of the indigenous technology. Wangboje (1998) in Uzoagba agreed with 
this when he wrote that any system of education which does not include the teaching of 
the people’s indigenous technology is bound to be failure in a technological age. 
This paper discourses the concept of technology, revitalizing indigenous technology for 
productivity, poverty eradication and self reliance. There will as well be suggestions on 
the way forward. 
 
Technology  

Technology can be defined as a scientific study and the use of such study in 
Arts and applied science to solve practical tasks whose results satisfy some human 
needs. The term is used generally to embrace a growing range of mean’s processes and 
ideas in addition to tools and machines. Encyclopedia Britannica (1980) defines 
technology as the means or activity by which man seeks to change or manipulate his 
environment to his advantage 
 

From the above, it can be said that technology involves the systematic study of 
methods and techniques employed in the industry, Research, Agriculture, Arts, 
Business and Home Management to improve the life of man in his environment. It is 
practice by which one uses available resources in order to achieve certain value end. 
Scientifically, it can be summed up to be any application of scientific discoveries or 
knowledge or principles in the production of either mechanisms or in the solution of 
problems which confront man in his environment. It is in agreement to this that 
Awokoya (1977) in fundamentals of science, technology and society (STAN, 2001) 
stated that Technology has always been used to address the problems of human society. 
Such problems include but does not limit to the provision of food, shelter, health, 
chemicals, clothing, transportation, communication, raw materials, energy and power, 
printing, electricity, photography and water. Indigenous technology therefore is the 
home/local practical processes or activity whose result satisfies human needs. 
 

It is clear that the motivating forces for technological advancement are 
economic and physical survival. For physical survival man needs food, good health, 
defence capability and safe shelter. In order to live well (economic survival) therefore 
man has developed textiles, means of transportation, communication, trade, instrument, 
computation, fuel and information devices. All these sum up to reduce poverty and 
increase self-reliance. 
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Revitalizing Indigenous Technology for Productivity, Poverty Eradication and 
Self-Reliance 

Revitalization according to Oxford advanced learner’s Dictionary of current 
English is to put new life or restore vitality to what is already in existence. Revitalizing 
indigenous technology therefore requires that the earlier system where craft was 
recognized and practiced in our schools be brought back to life. This will put the 
Nigerian children back on track to contribute to national development. 
 

Craft used to be part of school curriculum. During that period, learners were 
expected to bring items of craft. Some crafts common in the local environment were 
practiced in school, encouraged, corrected and improved upon as practiced by the 
traditional practitioners. These were assessed and recorded as each school child’s 
academic performance. 
 
The result used to be that: 
a. Youth learnt indigenous technology with which products for home use were 

produced and even sold for money. This gave room for productivity 
b. Indigenous technology was practiced made known and put to economic use. 
c. It reduced over dependence on foreign made products that can be produced at 

home. 
d. The reduction in imports helped to obtain favorable balance of trade 
e. It was then common that those school leavers (and even drop out) could apply 

the knowledge gained from craft lessons to be productive and thus be self-
reliant. 

f. It alleviates poverty and unemployment in the nation’s economy. 
 

A nation that is developing; that has dream of becoming one of the first twenty 
developed economies of the world; that is striving to come out of unemployment 
menace; that is battling with servile cases of insecurity; that is with several untapped 
local resources, needs to turn to indigenous technology. It is only when indigenous 
technology is developed that the nation’s other untapped resources will be 
economically tapped without depending on foreign technology. 
 

Nigeria has a proliferation of universities, polytechnics, research institutes and 
several higher institutions of learning where science and technology are taught. 
However, for any country to advance in science and technology, such country must 
have very strong research and development units. The country must also have a clear 
practical policy on science and technology. Key among these is funding. The 
determining factor is how much percentage of the Gross domestic product is set aside 
for science and technology, research and development. The western countries have 
always set the pace with about 10% of the country’s Gross domestic product set aside 
by law for science and technology. Fiase (2008) has it that Asian countries such as 
South Korea have over 10% of her Gross domestic product set aside for science and 
technology. History has shown that there is definite correlation between funding 
research and development and advance in science and technology. 
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In the past, there has been neglect in the funding of science and technology, 

such that research and development units of these institutions have received little or no 
attention with the research and development facilities nearing obsolescence with 
decayed infrastructure. The present challenge to government is not just to increase 
salaries but to reverse the infrastructure decay. It is with research and development that 
patents are developed and then commercialized for societal use. 
 

Have you ever wondered why goods flow from West, Asia and China to 
Africa? The answer is because these nations have paid serious attention to the 
development of science and technology such that at colleges, research institutes and 
universities, patents are developed, collaboration is forged between industry and patent 
developers. The results of such patents are commercialized. This is where Nigeria is 
lacking. Until this tendency is reversed, we will perpetually continue to be consumers 
of foreign products. 
 
Conclusion  

It is obvious that Nigeria desires to eradicate poverty and be self-reliant as a 
way of achieving accelerated development. Nevertheless, this cannot be made in a 
vacuum. There must be an accelerated development of indigenous technology. This is 
what will surely facilitate creativity, productivity and will certainly reduce poverty and 
boost self-reliance. 
However, indigenous technology and its practitioners are embarrassingly lean and 
shaming due to several inhibiting factors. This paper is of the view that unless 
indigenous technology is given the required attention, poverty eradication and self-
reliance will forever remain a dream. 
 
Suggestions  
1. Each Nigerian citizen should encourage children to learn indigenous 

technology by patronizing patents produced by learners at various levels. 
2. Wealthy individuals be lobbied to fund science and indigenous technology so 

as to revitalize the decayed nature of our research and development units in our 
colleges, schools, institutions and universities. 

3. The government should develop a workable special attention to indigenous 
technology 

4. There should be collaboration between industry and patent developers to 
ensure that results of such patents are commercialized. This will also sustain 
and reduce over dependence on government funding  

5. Those charged with the responsibility of manning our borders should ensure 
that goods that can be produced at home do not come in to compete with our 
infant patent developers. 
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